
The Tree of Embracement 

St Joseph’s P.S Ballinrobe 

Children from 5th and 6th classes entered a Heritage in School’s Competition last August.  

Much to our delight we were successful and so began our experience with blacksmith 

extraordinaire Mark Wilson.  

Firstly, Mark entertained the children with his life story and gave them a great insight 

into the life of a blacksmith. He explained that a blacksmith is a person who works with 

iron and steel. The blacksmith hammers hot iron on an anvil to change its 

shape. Blacksmiths make iron and steel tools and creative works of art. Mark showed the 

children examples of his work including The Salmon of Knowledge at Kilalloe Library and 

his award winning Scariff Town Clock. 

To develop a theme for our project Mark began by asking the children to draw some 

important land marks from their local community. After a lot of discussion the children  

decided their project would be based on Ballinrobe’s landmarks and it’s natural 

environment. They drew plants and animals that are native to the area. Mark explained 

that they would each make a copper piece based on their design using copper from 

recycled hot water cylinders. The children were asked to source the copper. The 

Transition Year students from Ballinrobe Community School became  involved and helped 

the students to create their pieces and cut them out. The TYs designed and created the 

frame. 

Mark, the children and TYs worked  hard for a full week designing the individual pieces, 

cutting them out in copper, stamping the pieces and then creating the frame itself. It 

was a wonderful experience for the children to learn from a blacksmith and to work with 

copper. Mark even set up a forge in the hall for the school community to see. The TYs 

were an enormous help and worked so hard throughout the project using their artistic 

and metal work skills. 

At the Blacksmith Festival in Ballinrobe the TYs along with Mark spent the weekend 

working on making the frame for the individual pieces. Mark demonstrated his superb 

copper smithing skills and the visitors were very impressed. Everyone including the 

President’s wife Sabina Higgins came to see Mark and the TYs demonstrating their 

expertise. 

At the end of the week Mark took the pieces back to his forge in Ballyshannon to piece 

it together. Just two weeks ago Mark returned to St Joseph’s with the finished work of 

art. The children were completely amazed at the beautiful creation Mark presented to 

them and were proud of their involvement in the project. There are 120 individual pieces 

designed and made by the 5th and 6th class children and worked on by the transition year 

students. 



The beauty of this project is it’s connection with our past. Blacksmithing was an essential 

part of everyday life in our grandparents’ day but in today’s world it is not well kmown. 

Mark Wilson brought the knowledge, skills and his love for coppersmithing to the 

students and gave them an insight into life in the past while showing them the importance 

of keeping these skills alive in today’s world.  

We are looking forward to mounting the Tree of Embracement on the entrance to the 

school where it can be viewed by everyone for many, many years to come. 

 

 


